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Helen of Troy Does Countertop Dancing
  by Margaret Atwood 

The world is full of women
who'd tell me I should be ashamed of myself
if they had the chance. Quit dancing.
Get some self-respect
and a day job.
Right. And minimum wage,
and varicose veins, just standing
in one place for eight hours
behind a glass counter
bundled up to the neck, instead of 
naked as a meat sandwich.
Selling gloves, or something.
Instead of what I do sell.
You have to have talent 
to peddle a thing so nebulous
and without material form.
Exploited, they'd say. Yes, any way
you cut it, but I've a choice
of how, and I'll take the money.

I do give value.
Like preachers, I sell vision,
like perfume ads, desire
or its facsimile. Like jokes
or war, it's all in the timing.
I sell men back their worse suspicions:
that everything's for sale,
and piecemeal. They gaze at me and see
a chain-saw murder just before it happens,
when thigh, ass, inkblot, crevice, tit, and nipple
are still connected.
Such hatred leaps in them,
my beery worshippers! That, or a bleary
hopeless love. Seeing the rows of heads 
and upturned eyes, imploring
but ready to snap at my ankles,
I understand floods and earthquakes, and the urge 
to step on ants. I keep the beat,
and dance for them because
they can't. The music smells like foxes,
crisp as heated metal
searing the nostrils
or humid as August, hazy and languorous
as a looted city the day after,
when all the rape's been done
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already, and the killing,
and the survivors wander around
looking for garbage
to eat, and there's only a bleak exhaustion.
Speaking of which, it's the smiling
tires me out the most. 
This, and the pretence
that I can't hear them.
And I can't, because I'm after all
a foreigner to them.
The speech here is all warty gutturals,
obvious as a slab of ham,
but I come from the province of the gods
where meanings are lilting and oblique.
I don't let on to everyone,
but lean close, and I'll whisper:
My mother was raped by a holy swan.
You believe that? You can take me out to dinner. 
That's what we tell all the husbands.
There sure are a lot of dangerous birds around.

Not that anyone here
but you would understand.
The rest of them would like to watch me
and feel nothing. Reduce me to components
as in a clock factory or abattoir.
Crush out the mystery.
Wall me up alive
in my own body. 
They'd like to see through me, 
but nothing is more opaque
than absolute transparency.
Look--my feet don't hit the marble!
Like breath or a balloon, I'm rising,
I hover six inches in the air
in my blazing swan-egg of light.
You think I'm not a goddess?
Try me.
This is a torch song.
Touch me and you'll burn.

From Morning in the Burned House by Margaret Atwood. Copyright © 1995 by 
Margaret Atwood. Published in the United States by Houghton Mifflin Co., published 
in Canada by McClelland and Stewart, Inc. 
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Taking Off Emily Dickinson's Clothes

First, her tippet made of tulle, 
easily lifted off her shoulders and laid
on the back of a wooden chair. 

And her bonnet, 
the bow undone with a light forward pull. 

Then the long white dress, a more
complicated matter with mother-of-pearl
buttons down the back, 
so tiny and numerous that it takes forever
before my hands can part the fabric, 
like a swimmer's dividing water, 
and slip inside. 

You will want to know 
that she was standing
by an open window in an upstairs bedroom, 
motionless, a little wide-eyed, 
looking out at the orchard below, 
the white dress puddled at her feet
on the wide-board, hardwood floor. 

The complexity of women's undergarments
in nineteenth-century America
is not to be waved off, 
and I proceeded like a polar explorer
through clips, clasps, and moorings, 
catches, straps, and whalebone stays, 
sailing toward the iceberg of her nakedness. 

Later, I wrote in a notebook
it was like riding a swan into the night, 
but, of course, I cannot tell you everything -
the way she closed her eyes to the orchard, 
how her hair tumbled free of its pins, 



how there were sudden dashes 
whenever we spoke. 

What I can tell you is
it was terribly quiet in Amherst
that Sabbath afternoon, 
nothing but a carriage passing the house, 
a fly buzzing in a windowpane. 

So I could plainly hear her inhale
when I undid the very top
hook-and-eye fastener of her corset 

and I could hear her sigh when finally it was unloosed, 
the way some readers sigh when they realize
that Hope has feathers, 
that reason is a plank, 
that life is a loaded gun
that looks right at you with a yellow eye. 

Billy Collins
http://www.poemhunter.com/poem/taking-off-emily-dickinson-s-clothes/ 

(Reference: a Fresh Air interview with Billy Collins, 
http://hillofbees.com/2012/07/18/2920/ about Emily Dickinson.)
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e e cummings poem “somewhere i have never travelled,gladly 
beyond”originally from here, modified to match the spacing and 
punctuation in Firmage's (ed) E.E. Cummings, Complete Poems, 
1904-1962, page 367.

somewhere i have never travelled,gladly beyond 
any experience,your eyes have their silence: 
in your most frail gesture are things which enclose me, 
or which i cannot touch because they are too near 

your slightest look easily will unclose me 
though i have closed myself as fingers, 
you open always petal by petal myself as Spring opens 
(touching skilfully,mysteriously)her first rose 

or if your wish be to close me,i and 
my life will shut very beautifully,suddenly, 
as when the heart of this flower imagines 
the snow carefully everywhere descending; 

nothing which we are to perceive in this world equals 
the power of your intense fragility:whose texture 
compels me with the color of its countries, 
rendering death and forever with each breathing 

(i do not know what it is about you that closes 
and opens;only something in me understands 
the voice of your eyes is deeper than all roses) 
nobody,not even the rain,has such small hands 

You can hear e e cummings read this poem at 
http://sackett.net/CummingsTravelled.m4a.
This is http://sackett.net/CummingsTravelled.htm, last updated 
April 17, 2013.
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e e cummings poem “what if a much of a which of a wind”
originally from here, modified to match the spacing and 
punctuation in Firmage's (ed) E.E. Cummings, Complete Poems, 
1904-1962, page 560.

what if a much of a which of a wind 
gives the truth to summer’s lie; 
bloodies with dizzying leaves the sun 
and yanks immortal stars awry? 
Blow king to beggar and queen to seem 
(blow friend to fiend:blow space to time) 
—when skies are hanged and oceans drowned, 
the single secret will still be man 

what if a keen of a lean wind flays 
screaming hills with sleet and snow: 
strangles valleys by ropes of things 
and stifles forests in white ago? 
Blow hope to terror;blow seeing to blind 
(blow pity to envy and soul to mind) 
—whose hearts are mountains,roots are trees, 
it’s they shall cry hello to the spring 

what if a dawn of a doom of a dream 
bites this universe in two, 
peels forever out of his grave 
and sprinkles nowhere with me and you? 
Blow soon to never and never to twice 
(blow life to isn’t:blow death to was) 
—all nothing’s only our hugest home; 
the most who die,the more we live. 

This is http://sackett.net/CummingsWind.htm, last updated October 
8, 2012.
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since feeling is first... (VII) by E. E. Cummings

since feeling is first
who pays any attention
to the syntax of things
will never wholly kiss you;

wholly to be a fool
while Spring is in the world

my blood approves,
and kisses are a better fate
than wisdom
lady i swear by all flowers. Don't cry
—the best gesture of my brain is less than
your eyelids' flutter which says

we are for each other;then
laugh,leaning back in my arms
for life's not a paragraph

And death i think is no parenthesis
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who knows if the moon's... (VII) by E. E. Cummings

who knows if the moon's
a balloon,coming out of a keen city
in the sky—filled with pretty people?
(and if you and i should

get into it,if they
should take me and take you into their balloon,
why then
we'd go up higher with all the pretty people

than houses and steeples and clouds:
go sailing
away and away sailing into a keen
city which nobody's ever visited,where

always
            it's
                 Spring)and everyone's
in love and flowers pick themselves
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Seeker Of Truth by E. E. Cummings

seeker of truth

follow no path
all paths lead where

truth is here

http://famouspoetsandpoems.com/poets/e__e__cummings/poems/14135 
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